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Abstract The development of the first urban centers is one of the most fundamental
phenomena in the history of temperate Europe. New research demonstrates that the
earliest cities developed north of the Alps between the sixth and fifth centuries BC
as a consequence of processes of demographic growth, hierarchization, and cen-
tralization that have their roots in the immediately preceding period. However, this
was an ephemeral urban phenomenon, which was followed by a period of crisis
characterized by the abandonment of major centers and the return to more decen-
tralized settlement patterns. A new trend toward urbanization occurred in the third
and second centuries BC with the appearance of supra-local sanctuaries, open
agglomerations, and finally the fortified oppida. Late Iron Age settlement patterns
and urban trajectories were much more complex than traditionally thought and
included manifold interrelations between open and fortified sites. Political and
religious aspects played a key role in the development of central places, and in many
cases the oppida were established on locations that already had a sacred character as
places for rituals and assemblies. The Roman conquest largely brought to an end
Iron Age urbanization processes, but with heterogeneous results of both abandon-
ment and disruption and also continuity and integration.
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Introduction
The first millennium BC was a time of urbanization across Eurasia (Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz
and Krausse 2016). Although urban centers had a long trajectory in regions such as
Mesopotamia (Liverani 2013; Yoffee 2015), the earliest cities of central-western
Europe developed during the Iron Age (c. 800–20 BC). These were not the first
cities on European soil—the fourth millennium BC Trypillia megasites in Ukraine
can probably claim this title (Chapman and Gaydarska 2016; Mu¨ller et al. 2016)—
but the earliest in the regions north of the Alps. Since the seminal work of
De´chelette (1914; see also Lukas 2014) in the late 19th and early 20th century and
including more recent writings, most scholars have regarded the large fortified
oppida of the second and first centuries BC as the first urban centers of temperate
Europe, i.e., non-Mediterranean Europe (Alexander 1972; Collis 1984; Cunliffe and
Rowley 1976; Fichtl 2005a; Guichard et al. 2000). However, thanks to new
investigation strategies and techniques, our understanding of Iron Age centralization
and urbanization processes has changed dramatically over the last few decades
(Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz et al. 2014; Krausse 2010; Sievers and Scho¨nfelder 2012). Large-
scale research projects in the form of open-area excavations, geophysical surveys,
and the use of such methodologies as LIDAR images, 3D laser scanning, and
isotope analysis have expanded our knowledge enormously, providing a much more
dynamic and complex picture.
In this paper I consider the new archaeological evidence for early urban centers
in first millennium BC temperate Europe, from the Atlantic Coast to the east. In
most of the analyzed regions, the chronological framework is provided by the
Hallstatt (Early Iron Age, 800–450 BC) and the La Te`ne (Late Iron Age, 450–20
BC) periods, although this terminology does not apply to areas such as Britain or the
Iberian Peninsula. Scandinavia is not considered in the article since early urbanism
there is a phenomenon of the late first millennium AD (Sindbæk 2007). Some of the
main points that I address are the integration of Iron Age urbanization studies into
the wider field of comparative urban scholarship; the recognition of an early
phenomenon of urbanization in the sixth and fifth centuries BC; the nonlinear
character of Iron Age centralization processes; the importance of open agglomer-
ations as centers of craft production and trade; and a reassessment of the genesis and
functions of the oppida that takes into account the role of politics and religion.
Despite the considerable attention that hillforts and oppida have attracted since
the 19th century, Iron Age centralization processes have rarely been considered
from an anthropological perspective; one exception is Oppida: Earliest Towns
North of the Alps (Collis 1984). Most approaches have focused on comparisons with
the classical world (particularly with Greek and Roman cities), interpreting the
appearance of major settlements in temperate Europe as a ‘‘barbarian’’ attempt to
emulate Mediterranean urbanization. The widespread distinction between prehis-
toric and classical studies and therefore between ‘‘civilized’’ south versus
‘‘barbarian’’ north carries important implications for the way Iron Age urbanization
processes have been traditionally examined and understood. This includes the use of
‘‘checklist approaches’’ in which the urban character of a site is determined by its
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supposed similarities with the ‘‘standard’’ model of classical cities, or the
maintenance of diffusionist views in which cultural change among ‘‘passive’’
central European societies was dependent on the stimuli coming from ‘‘active’’
southern civilizations (e.g., Kimmig 1983). Moreover, whereas scholars working on
the Mediterranean Basin make widespread use of the terms ‘‘towns’’ and ‘‘cities’’ to
designate a wide range of first millennium BC settlements, the use of such
categories is still much discussed for temperate Europe. This reluctance, however,
often has more to do with modern prejudices than with the past reality of ancient
societies.
In order to achieve a better understating of Iron Age urbanization, it is useful to
adopt a broader approach based on the comparative analysis of complex societies
(e.g., Smith 2012) and the multiple pathways to aggregation and urbanization in
preindustrial societies (Birch 2013; Marcus and Sabloff 2008; Smith 2003; Storey
2006; Yoffee 2015). This is not to deny comparisons with the Mediterranean
cultures but to go beyond colonial dualisms and reductionist perspectives that
obscure the rich diversity of urban forms in preindustrial societies. The Iron Age is
characterized by a high degree of connectivity—as reflected in the transmission of
artifacts, ideas, and people—so that intercultural networks need to be taken into
account. But rather than seeing urbanization north of the Alps as dependent on the
Mediterranean, it is better to envisage two distinct zones that evolved in parallel and
in close contact with one another (Collis 2014). Concepts such as ‘‘low-density’’
urbanism (Fletcher 2009, 2012), neighborhoods as universal features of urban life
(Smith 2010), or the role of ‘‘empty’’ spaces in urban sites (Smith 2008) can provide
particularly fruitful insights for future research.
Building on the above reflections, I follow a context-dependent definition of
‘‘city’’ that recognizes the high levels of variation that often exist between and
within different urban traditions: ‘‘a numerically significant aggregation of people
permanently living together in a settlement which fulfills central place functions for
a wider territory’’ (Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz and Krausse 2013, p. 480). Central place, in
turn, is defined as ‘‘any kind of place with central functions for a supra-local
community’’ (Gerritsen and Roymans 2006, p. 255).
Early Iron Age Urbanism: The Rise of the Fu¨rstensitze (600–400 BC)
The most spectacular game changer of the last two decades is the widespread
recognition of a first period of centralization and early urbanization in the sixth and
fifth centuries BC (Brun and Chaume 2013; Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz and Krausse 2013).
Although the existence of Early Iron Age central places in the regions immediately
north of the Alps was known since at least the 1950s, they were thought to be rather
small centers of only a few hectares. These so-called Fu¨rstensitze (‘‘princely seats’’)
were characterized as surrounded by rich aristocratic burials under tumuli and by the
presence of Mediterranean imports. Recent research has increased the corpus of
sites and demonstrated that some of them were considerably larger and more
complex than traditionally expected (Krausse 2008a, 2010; Krausse et al. 2016).
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Among the most important sites are Heuneburg, Hohenasperg, Ipf, Glauberg, Mont
Lassois, Bourges, Ehrenbu¨rg, Vladarˇ, and Za´vist (Fig. 1).
Uncovering Low-Density Urbanism
The Heuneburg agglomeration on the Upper Danube is the most intensively
researched of these central places. Systematic open-area excavations have revealed
complex and well-preserved stratigraphy on the hilltop plateau, a Mediterranean-
inspired mud-brick wall, Greek pottery, and sumptuous elite burials in the
surrounding area, and the site has figured prominently in works on Iron Age Europe
(Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz 2014b; Krausse et al. 2016). For a long time it was thought that the
settlement was restricted to 3 ha on the hilltop plateau and to a small exterior
settlement of a few hectares; together with the manifold Mediterranean influences,
this served to establish comparisons with the acropoleis and suburbia of Greek
poleis.
Since the 1990s, large-scale excavations and surveys in the area surrounding the
hilltop plateau have revealed the existence of a heavily fortified lower town and an
exterior settlement of approximately 100 ha comprising dense groups of farmsteads
(Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz and Krausse 2013; Krausse et al. 2016; Kurz 2010). These
discoveries have profound implications for our understanding of the Heuneburg
agglomeration. With an estimated population of 5,000 inhabitants in the first half of
the sixth century BC, Heuneburg was larger in both area and dwellers than most
contemporaneous Mediterranean settlements, although with a rather low overall
Fig. 1 Distribution of main central places north of the Alps and selected sites in Mediterranean Europe,
sixth–fifth centuries BC (after Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz and Ralston 2017)
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population density of 50 inhabitants per hectare. Based on evidence of specialized
production, marked social inequalities, monumental architecture, a well-planned
settlement layout, and large population size, Heuneburg was an early urban center
both from a demographic and a functional point of view (e.g., Smith 2014, 2016).
The hilltop plateau was densely settled with rows of houses along a network of
streets, whereas the large exterior settlement was subdivided by an extensive system
of banks and ditches that demarcated different neighborhoods. The latter could have
been inhabited by different kinship groups that joined together during the process of
synoecism, which underpinned the creation of the agglomeration. The exterior
settlement appears to reveal the presence of farmstead-like compounds—some with
evidences of artisanal production—within a larger agglomeration. Rather than being
the result of gradual population growth, the Heuneburg agglomeration seems to
have been created within a short period of time, probably as the result of a political
decision that would have brought together different population groups that
previously were dispersed in the countryside. However, this large settlement
complex lasted for only two–three generations and was largely destroyed by a
catastrophic fire around 540–530 BC. After this traumatic event, most of the exterior
settlement was abandoned and the exotic mud-brick wall on the plateau was
replaced by a wall of earth and timber, following traditional patterns (Krausse et al.
2016).
Not only at Heuneburg has recent fieldwork profoundly changed traditional
assumptions about the characteristics of the ‘‘Fu¨rstensitze,’’ but also at Bourges in
central France are the results equally outstanding. Until a few years ago the
settlement was known mainly for the first century BC oppidum of Avaricum that is
mentioned in Caesar’s Gallic Wars (1970) as the capital of the powerful tribe of the
Bituriges. The city of Bourges has been continuously settled up to the present day,
so that any reconstruction of the internal structure of the Iron Age settlement is
patchy and mainly restricted to peripheral zones. In spite of these limitations,
research in the last decade has produced important information on an earlier
occupation in the sixth and fifth centuries BC (Augier et al. 2007, 2012; Milcent
2007, 2014). The agglomeration of Bourges covered several hundred hectares in the
fifth century BC, although the density of settlement in some areas was relatively low
(Fig. 2). As is the case with several other ‘‘Fu¨rstensitze.’’ Bourges comprises an
acropolis, suburbs characterized by artisanal activities, and rich elite burials in the
surrounding area. The most remarkable aspect of the settlement complex is its
enormous scale, which clearly surpasses all other early centers of power in
temperate Europe.
Both Heuneburg and Bourges fit well within the model of low-density urbanism as
defined by Fletcher (2009, 2012). In contrast to densely occupied settlements that
would fit within Childe’s (1950) classic model of urbanism, throughout history many
urban sites around the world have been characterized by their large areas andmanifold
functions and also by low-density occupation of often fewer than 50 people per
hectare. Although cases such as Angkor, Cahokia, Great Zimbabwe, and Co Loa are
among the most famous examples, a large number of late prehistoric European sites
also can be added to the list, including the fourth millennium BC Trypillia megasites
from Ukraine (Chapman and Gaydarska 2016; Mu¨ller et al. 2016), the Early Iron Age
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agglomerations discussed above, and the Late Iron Age oppida (see below andMoore
2017). However, we need to be aware of the complexity of existing situations: at
Heuneburg, for example, there is the synchronous occurrence of a very high-density
occupation in the area of the hilltop plateau and a low-density occupation in the outer
settlement. At the same time, neither the Trypillia megasites normost of the temperate
European Iron Age agglomerations follow Fletcher’s model of an urban trajectory in
which cities that initially had high densities later became not only increasingly large
but also increasingly lower density.
Heterogeneity and Similarity in Early Centralization
Other Early Iron Age central places, however, present different characteristics. At
Mont Lassois, for example, there is no evidence of a large external settlement;
instead several monumental apsidal buildings and a well-planned settlement with
enclosures and main road axis have been identified and partly excavated on the
plateau (Chaume and Mordant 2011; Chaume et al. 2013) (Fig. 3). At the settlement
Fig. 2 Bourges: Plan of the agglomeration and its surroundings in the fifth century BC. Shaded areas are
main zones of concentration of Early Iron Age activity (after Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz and Ralston 2017)
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of Ehrenbu¨rg bei Forchheim, covering 36 ha, more than 20,000 storage pits dug into
the bedrock were identified during geophysical surveys (Abels 2005, 2010). The
Glauberg, for its part, stands out rich sumptuous burials, the heroon, and the
monumental ditch-and-bank system with a 350-m-long processional way at the foot
of the fortified plateau (Baitinger 2010; Baitinger and Pinsker 2002). Everything
suggests that this was a religious point of reference that provided a sense of common
identity for various tribes or regional groupings (Herrmann 2005). The association
Fig. 3 Two examples of regular building arrangements that are indicative of genuine urban planning in
the sixth century BC. Top Heuneburg hilltop plateau and lower town, buildings during the mud-brick wall
period. Bottom Mont Lassois, geomagnetic plan of the plateau (after Krausse et al. 2016 and P.C.R. Vix)
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with the worship of heroized—maybe even divinized—ancestors seems clear; the
same applies to the sanctuary enclosure of Vix ‘Les Herbues’ at the foot of Mont
Lassois (Chaume and Reinhard 2007). Evidence for large communal sanctuaries is
still rare for the Early Iron Age; one of the few known exceptions is the acropolis of
Za´vist, where different temple buildings have been excavated and interpreted as the
central sanctuary of a tribal polity (Drda and Rybova´ 2008).
Monumental fortifications; profane, sacral, and funerary architecture; workshop
areas; and Mediterranean imports highlight the manifold functions of the
‘‘Fu¨rstensitze.’’ Imposing fortifications with banks, ditches, walls, and gates, such
as those found at Heuneburg, Ipf, and Mont Lassois, had a clear defensive
significance, but they also embodied the power of the communities. The
concentration of sumptuous burials in the environs of the central places (e.g.,
Hohmichele, Gießu¨bel-Talhau, Hochdorf, Grafenbu¨hl, Sainte-Colombe, Vix) is,
among other things, an indication of the political and administrative functions of
these settlements (Krausse 2006b; Verger 2015). Rich child burials such as those of
Heuneburg-Bettelbu¨hl or Bourges indicate ascribed and inherited rank and status.
Craft and technical functions, as well as economic and mercantile ones, are reflected
in the presence of workshops for specialized craftsmen—even entire areas on the
margins of Bourges are dedicated to crafts—as well as by imported goods.
Significant economic activity and Mediterranean imports were not only restricted to
the main fortified sites but also were present at open settlements such as Bragny-sur-
Saoˆne and Hochdorf-Reps (Biel 2015; Collet and Flouest 1997; Modarressi-Tehrani
2009). Proto-industrial iron production is attested in the Neuenbu¨rg mining district
in the northern Black Forest (Gassmann and Wieland 2015).
Taking a broader look, the development of Early Iron Age central places can be
regarded as the crystallization of the first urbanization processes north of the Alps,
preceding the Late Iron Age oppida by more than four centuries. With regard to the
social typologies that have been defined by such authors as Johnson and Earle
(2000), these were hierarchically organized societies that can best be regarded as
transitional between complex chiefdoms and early states (Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz and
Krausse 2013; Ralston 2010). Despite the fact that not all ‘‘Fu¨rstensitze’’ can be
regarded as urban, they all were complex central places that carried out central place
functions for the populations of their hinterlands. Although heterogeneous in their
layout, occupied area, functions, and lifespan (Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz and Ralston 2017),
the ‘‘Fu¨rstensitze’’ very likely represented focal settings for tribal polities that might
have maintained political and economic relations of the types proposed in the peer-
polity-interaction model (Renfrew and Cherry 1986). The nearly regular spatial
distribution of these major centers (see Fig. 1) has been compared with the
territories of Maya states (Renfrew 2016); they likely were at the top of settlement
hierarchies. Going a step farther, we can try to establish networks of settlement
centrality and dependence within the territory of some ‘‘Fu¨rstensitze,’’ for example,
in the region around the Heuneburg agglomeration where a number of secondary
hillforts are currently under investigation as part of a large research project (Hansen
et al. 2015; Krausse et al. 2016). Stable isotope analysis further enriches this picture,
since during the mud-brick wall period of Heuneburg, with its highly concentrated
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population, a significant proportion of the animals were imported over a distance of
50–60 km (Schatz and Stephan 2008).
Mediterranean Influence or Indigenous Development?
The traditionally prevailing model sees the foundation of the Greek colony of
Massalia (Marseille) in southern France around 600 BC as the prime mover for the
development of the ‘‘Fu¨rstensitze’’ (e.g., Kimmig 1983). This interpretation can no
longer be sustained. The agglomeration at Heuneburg started in the late seventh
century BC, at least one generation before the foundation of Massalia, and Greek
imports mostly postdate the destruction of the mud-brick wall (Krausse et al. 2016).
Moreover, funerary evidence from the eighth and seventh centuries BC confirms
that the rise of social hierarchies and the development of local power elites had
already started several decades before the foundation of the major settlements (Van
der Vaart-Verschoof and Schumann 2017). Contacts with the Mediterranean
certainly played a role in cultural change, but they can be regarded mainly as the
consequence of and not the cause for the development of the ‘‘Fu¨rstensitze.’’ These
temperate European societies share many structural similarities with the Etruscan
communities in central Italy (Leighton 2013; Riva 2010), and overall the Italian
connection seems much more important than the exchange with Massalia, at least
until the late sixth century BC. But rather than explaining temperate European
centralization processes as a consequence of the diffusion of Mediterranean stimuli,
we should envisage analogous and largely parallel social trends in regions such as
Greece, Etruria, and the territories immediately north of the Alps (Brun and Chaume
2013; Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz and Krausse 2016). Their development is intimately linked
with endogenous processes of demographic growth, social hierarchization, and
production intensification.
Analysis of vegetational history indicates that in the sixth century BC for the first
time there was dense settlement in many of the upland regions north of the Alps,
areas with relatively poor climatic and agricultural conditions. This process of
settling new land must have been immediately preceded by a period of population
increase (Krausse and Nakoinz 2000). We can assume that apart from technical
innovations such as iron production and politico-organizational improvements, a
period of climatically favorable conditions in the late seventh and sixth centuries
BC also led to a growth in population and the settlement of new areas (Ferna´ndez-
Go¨tz 2014a; Krausse 2006a). These factors—population increase and the opening
up of new areas to agriculture and other economic resources—formed the real basis
of the wealth of the social elite that is so impressively visible in the form of
sumptuous graves. It is probable that the social upper class played a decisive role in
the process of centralization (Buchsenschutz and Ralston 2012).
The ‘‘Fu¨rstensitze’’ represent a significant stage in the cultural and political
development of later prehistoric central Europe. The appearance of these major
centers, however, remains the exception and not the rule in Early Iron Age
landscapes beyond the Mediterranean. The northernmost example is Kemmelberg in
west Flanders (Bourgeois et al. 2006), and no comparable settlements are known
from other regions in central-northern Europe. Sites that assumed central place
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functions certainly existed, but their scale was markedly different from the
‘‘Fu¨rstensitze.’’ Among the most interesting examples are the strongholds of
northern Poland, of which Biskupin constitutes the prime example. This small
settlement of about 2 ha is particularly striking because of its regular layout with
rows of streets and identical houses, while at the same time it lacks any evidence of
social stratification (Piotrowski 1995). Evidence of social differentiation is much
more clearly observed in the southeastern Alpine region and in Hungary, where
centers of power such as Sticˇna and Sopron-Burgstall present a combination of a
fortified settlement on a hill and concentrations of tumuli in the immediate
surrounding area (Gabrovec 1974; Jerem 2012). Recent work at Sticˇna and Kaptol
has demonstrated the existence of a previously unexpected dense internal settlement
organized on an orthogonal pattern (https://entrans-arch.com/index.php/outputs).
In central Spain, we can identify a trend toward nucleated settlement that led to
the development of the villages of the Soto de Medinilla culture in the middle Duero
Valley and hillforts such as those of the Sorian uplands (A´lvarez-Sanchı´s and Ruiz-
Zapatero 2014; Ruiz-Zapatero 2011). Their small size, lack of specialized
production, and rather homogeneous material culture indicate a seminal stage of
centralization that cannot yet be classified as urban. The same applies to the hillforts
of the British Isles, where some regional clusters with dense occupation can be
identified (Harding 2012). A well-researched example is the Danebury region in
central-southern Britain, where the hillforts of Danebury, Bury Hill, Figsbury, and
Quarley provide some evidence of being built in this early stage of the Iron Age;
they are spaced fairly regularly between 8 to 11 km apart from each other (Cunliffe
2005).
Crisis and Recovery: From Decentralization to Open Agglomerations
(400–150 BC)
Urbanization as a NonLinear Phenomenon
The rise of the ‘‘Fu¨rstensitze’’ was the first wave of early urbanization north of the
Alps. However, and in contrast to the centralization processes observed in some
areas of the Mediterranean Basin (Garcia 2013; Osborne and Cunliffe 2005), their
development in temperate Europe was a short-lived phenomenon, followed by a
period of decentralization in which the major centers of the sixth and fifth centuries
BC were abandoned (Krausse 2008b). During the fourth and early third centuries
BC we see a return to more decentralized settlement patterns (Buchsenschutz et al.
2012), without major agglomerations and with a reduction of social inequalities.
The archaeological record of the Iron Age shows a clear discontinuity, and there
was no continual evolutionary development on a European scale from simple to
larger and more complex forms of settlements. Instead we can identify multilayered,
changing, and dynamic cycles of centralization and decentralization that document
the nonlinear nature of history (Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz 2014a; Salacˇ 2012, 2014). This
situation is by no means exceptional or restricted to Europe; many early cities
around the world were ‘‘fragile’’ (Yoffee 2015), although traditional narratives have
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tended to emphasize examples of ‘‘success’’ and settlement continuity rather than
disruptions. Even the paradigm region for the study of early cities, the Near East,
underwent various cycles of urbanization separated by periods of crisis and even
collapse (Liverani 2013).
To understand these processes, it is necessary to combine a macro- and
microscale approach. On an individual site level, each settlement has its own
biography with different phases of growth, decay, and abandonment, but from a
macroregional perspective certain patterns and similarities can be observed.
Heuneburg was abandoned around the middle of the fifth century BC, more or
less at the same time as Mont Lassois. In both cases there are clear indications of
violent destruction, which points to conflict scenarios involving social turmoil and/
or episodes of intertribal warfare. For example, at Mont Lassois the heads of the two
human statues located at the entrance to the enclosure of Vix ‘Les Herbues’ were
broken off as a result of the violent destruction of the sanctuary. A catastrophic fire
that almost completely destroyed the fortification and the buildings within the
acropolis sealed the fate of Heuneburg; the fact that the destruction level was
relatively full of finds militates against the idea that the abandonment of the site was
planned. In contrast, many other central places, for example Bourges, Glauberg, Bad
Du¨rkheim, Hohenasperg, and Ipf, maintained or even increased their importance
during the second half of the same century. But they too were abandoned no later
than the end of the fifth or the beginning of the fourth century BC.
During the second half of the fifth and the first half of the fourth century BC, a
new generation of large hilltop centers such as Wallendorf, Otzenhausen, E´talle, and
possibly Titelberg emerged in the Middle Rhine-Moselle region, at the periphery of
the previous ‘‘Fu¨rstensitze’’ area. However, most of them seem to have been
temporary assembly sites or places for refuge rather than urban centers. Their
permanent population, if any, would generally have been small, and there are no
signs of intensive craft production or long-distance trade (Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz 2014a).
In the course of the fourth century BC these new central places were also
abandoned, and only small hillforts of a few hectares continued to exist or were
newly founded between this area and the northern German plains; examples include
Altburg bei Bundenbach in the Hunsru¨ck region (Nortmann 1990) and Schnippen-
burg in Lower Saxony (Mo¨llers 2009; Schulze-Forster 2007).
Overall, the chronology of central places and sumptuous burials displays a
certain de´calage in the development of the processes of centralization and
urbanization in central Europe, which first began in the late seventh and sixth
centuries BC in the regions immediately north of the Alps, from Burgundy to
Wu¨rttemberg. Already in the fifth century BC the phenomenon had reached the area
between Bohemia and Champagne (Fig. 4). But in contrast to what usually
happened in Mediterranean regions, in central Europe the stages of centralization
were short lived and followed by periods of regression in which more decentralized
and apparently less unequal structures gained ascendency. Thus the level of
complexity of urban settlements such as at Heuneburg, Mont Lassois, and Bourges
was not reached again until the oppida of the second and first centuries BC.
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Fig. 4 Centralization processes between central Italy and northern Germany, eighth–third centuries BC
(after Krausse 2008b, modified by author)
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Push Factors: Internal Tensions and Climatic Changes
The reasons for these dynamic transformations and disruptions in the landscapes of
power must have been manifold, so that monocausal explanations are insufficient. In
any case, it can be assumed that the changes did not always take place peacefully
(Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz in press; Pauli 1985). Some major centers of power were almost
completely burned down; Heuneburg is one example. Equally striking is the
conscious mutilation of ancestral images—probably depicting heroized ancestors or
founding heroes—which includes the two statues from Les Herbues at Mont Lassois
and three of the four anthropomorphic sculptures from Glauberg. Some authors have
interpreted this destruction as a reaction against the elites, which can be summarized
by the expression ‘‘societies against the princes’’ used by Demoule (1999).
Significantly, similar phenomena appeared around the same time in other parts of
Iron Age Europe, including the southeastern Iberian Peninsula (Chapa 1993).
The end of the ‘‘Fu¨rstensitze’’ coincides with the start of the period of the so-
called Celtic migrations recorded in classical sources, during the course of which
high populations migrated from temperate Europe to the south, particularly toward
Italy and the Balkans (Tomaschitz 2002). A significant population decrease
occurred in many temperate European regions, from Champagne to the Middle
Rhine and Wu¨rttemberg. Whereas some major settlements were violently destroyed,
others underwent a planned abandonment. A good example of the latter scenario can
be found at Bourges, where the apparently planned abandonment of the external
craft sector of Port Sec at the end of the fifth century BC has been linked by some
scholars to the description by Livy of the mass emigration of part of the Bituriges
and other Gallic tribes (Milcent 2007); according to Livy (1924, book V,
section 34), this was the result of a political decision taken to reduce problems
that derive from overpopulation.
In a broader perspective, the separation of part of the group is a solution
frequently used to reduce the tensions that threaten the equilibrium of communities
(Brun 1995); historical examples include the beginnings of Greek colonization
across the Mediterranean and the Black Sea or the Viking expansion in the North
Atlantic. Migrations can indeed act as regulatory mechanisms for power relations, in
the sense that the emigration of part of the population can be a means of releasing
social tensions and reducing social inequality in situations of increased scalar stress
(Demoule 2006; Kristiansen 1998). In Iron Age temperate European societies,
population fission could have served as a reaction to the increasing inequalities of
the sixth and fifth centuries BC and as a way to manage growing tensions derived
from intra- and intergroup competition for power and resources. In a further step,
during the course of history numerous societies have developed strategies aimed to
avoid or counteract the development of state-like structures (Scott 2009; Testart
2005); this is well reflected in the expression, ‘‘societies against the state’’
popularized by Clastres (1989) and frequently includes reducing population size.
Among the causes that have been discussed in recent years as possible push
factors for the crisis of the fifth–fourth centuries BC are climate changes. Analysis
of cores from the Greenland icecap indicates that as early as the first half of the fifth
century BC temperatures dropped in the entire northern hemisphere, followed by a
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rapid climatic decline around 400 BC; this was linked to a reduction of solar activity
and appears to have occurred relatively abruptly (Maise 1998; Sirocko 2009). This
phenomenon correlates with the beginning of the historically documented migra-
tions of Gallic populations to Italy around 400 BC and their sack of Rome in 387
BC. Although the cooler climate did not make the settlement areas in southern
Germany or central-eastern France uninhabitable, it could have resulted in bad
harvests, particularly in the relatively unfavorable regions of the highlands that had
been occupied for only a few generations, and so led to social tensions and
migration. The possibility of episodes of ‘‘cascading-effect’’ needs to be taken into
account.
From a macroscale perspective, the main climatic phases of the first millennium
BC do indeed correspond with the most important stages of centralization and
decentralization north of the Alps (Brun and Ruby 2008; Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz 2014a).
Thus the processes of centralization that gave rise to the development of the Early
Iron Age ‘‘Fu¨rstensitze’’ and the Late Iron Age oppida took place in predominantly
warmer periods, while the migrations of the fourth century BC occurred during a
colder phase (Fig. 5). However, if we look at the situation in detail, then it is clear
that there were numerous nuances and exceptions. For example, environmental
indicators do not explain why some ‘‘Fu¨rstensitze’’ such as Heuneburg or Mont
Lassois were abandoned around the middle of the fifth century BC, while others
such as the Breisacher Mu¨nsterberg, Hohenasperg, and Glauberg continued to
function and flourish during the second half of the same century. Similarly, while
the abandonment of Bourges and the marked population drop in the Champagne
area at the beginning of the fourth century BC appear to coincide fairly closely with
climatic changes, which probably prompted a considerable part of the population to
emigrate, the centers of the Middle Rhine-Moselle region continued to exist for
several decades and were abandoned only in the course of that century.
In sum, worsening climate does not represent the sole explanation for the
transformations that occurred during the late fifth and the fourth centuries BC, even
though either directly or indirectly it was certainly a significant factor in cultural
change. The processes of demographic growth and urbanization during the seventh
to fifth centuries BC were accompanied by an increase in social density—i.e., the
frequency of communications and interactions between individual persons and
groups—competition, and control. This would have led to increasing pressure on
resources, growing inequalities between and within groups, and the integration of
persons and communities into wider socio-organizational networks. In such a
context, climate changes could have exacerbated already growing social tensions
and led to a rise of intergroup competition, warfare, and maybe also internal
rebellions. At a more general level, the threshold limits of settlement growth also
need to be considered (e.g., Fletcher 2007), particularly for larger centers such as
Heuneburg and Bourges. The counterreaction was deurbanization, fission of groups,
and a return to more fluid power structures.
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Fig. 5 Evolution of solar activity between c. 2500 BC and the beginning of the first millennium AD,
with cold periods on the left and warmer periods on the right (after Brun and Ruby 2008, modified by
author)
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A Mosaic of Urban Trajectories: From Britain to Iberia
The above-described sequence of centralization–decentralization, however, does not
apply to all regions of non-Mediterranean Europe. Britain and central-northern
Iberia, for example, show a different, more gradual development from smaller to
larger settlements during the course of the Iron Age (Almagro-Gorbea 1995;
A´lvarez-Sanchı´s et al. 2011; Cunliffe 2005). Although this statement needs to be
nuanced on the grounds of the lower chronological resolution of the available data
for these regions—which could potentially imply that a short settlement hiatus often
remains unnoticed—it seems clear that there is no single path to urbanization. In
Britain, several early hillforts from the previous phase were abandoned, whereas
others continued to exist and were refortified and/or enlarged (Cunliffe 2005;
Harding 2012). The best-known example is Danebury in Hampshire; large parts of
the defensive structures and nearly 60% of the 5-ha inner area have been
systematically excavated, providing evidence for a dense occupation with round
houses and grain storage pits (Cunliffe 1984, 1995). Based on a new Bayesian
dating project (Hamilton et al. 2015), the main occupation spans ca. 425–125 cal
BC, though there was some earlier activity (Haselgrove et al. in press). During this
long period of occupation, Danebury was remodeled several times, becoming more
complex and growing into a ‘‘developed hillfort’’ (Sharples 2014).
In central Iberia, the fourth century BC witnessed the development of the large
settlements that would constitute the later oppida of the Vettones and Vaccei areas,
for example, Ulaca, Las Cogotas, and Pintia (Ruiz-Zapatero 2011; Ruiz-Zapatero
and A´lvarez-Sanchı´s 1995). These sites experienced gradual growth until the
Romans encountered them at the end of the Iron Age. Although the information that
we have for their initial settlement phases is rather scarce, some of these centers
could have already surpassed a population of 1,000 inhabitants in the fourth–third
centuries BC.
Beyond Walls—The Rise of Large Open Settlements
After the period of decentralization, in the regions north of the Alps a new trend
toward centralization began during the third century BC. The climatic recovery and
the now-widespread use of iron for agricultural tools and implements favored
demographic growth and an increase in production and exchange. As an expression
of this population growth, between the third and second centuries BC a number of
large settlements developed in the form of open agglomerations (Augstein 2006;
Collis 1995; Collis et al. 2000; Fichtl 2013; Salacˇ 2009, 2012). These centers,
notably Levroux, Aulnat, Acy-Romance, Basel Gasfabrik, Bad Nauheim, Berching-
Pollanten, Lovosice, Neˇmcˇice, Roseldorf, and Sajo´petri, are distributed in an area
stretching from France to Hungary and are located predominantly on economically
favorable positions on lowlands (Fig. 6). Their size could be considerable, with
some centers reaching several dozen or even more than 100 ha. Although some sites
present some kind of symbolic demarcation, they do not exhibit any formal
fortification. The importance of these open settlements has only recently been
recognized due to the traditional focus of research on the fortified oppida (Salacˇ
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2009, 2014). Thanks to new research, the corpus of Late Iron Age open
agglomerations is constantly expanding, and we should expect new sites to be
discovered in coming years, particularly through geophysical prospection, aerial
images, and large-scale rescue archaeology projects.
Most open agglomerations developed before the fortified oppida, preceding them
by several generations. Some started in the third century BC, although a few, such
as Roseldorf, may have been slightly earlier, but overall their main peak took place
during the first three-quarters of the second century BC. This early chronology has
important consequences for our understanding of Late Iron Age centralization
processes, since by the time populations started to concentrate again in major
settlements, they did so in open, unfortified sites; this means that defense was not an
important factor for population aggregation, at least initially (see below). Moreover,
it demonstrates that these processes were of a primarily endogenous nature and not
merely a reaction to Rome’s military expansion, as was often proposed by scholars
in the past.
Many large unfortified settlements were important production and distribution
centers that performed economic functions at least equivalent to those of the most
prominent oppida. The evidence includes elements such as coin minting, imports
originating in distant regions, large-scale metallurgy production, and manufacture of
glass objects (Augstein 2006; Salacˇ 2009, 2012). However, there is considerable
heterogeneity, and while some sites such as Levroux, Feurs, and Roanne show a
clear focus on craft production, others like Acy-Romance present a predominantly
agricultural character.
Fig. 6 Distribution of major open settlements with indication of some of the main sites, third–first
centuries BC (author)
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An aspect that is becoming increasingly evident is the role of cult activities in
open agglomerations. Among the most prominent examples are Acy-Romance in
the Ardennes—with several temple buildings, evidence for sacrifices, and a central
public space used for collective meetings and rites (Lambot 2006)—and Roseldorf
in Austria. The latter site is particularly striking due to the discovery of a coin mint
and three contemporaneous cult districts with at least two large temples, five smaller
ones, and a large sacrificial pit (Fig. 7). The spectrum and the percentage of the
offerings indicate differences in ritual and worship between the cult districts at
Roseldorf; they may have been dedicated to different gods (Holzer 2014).
Together with the appearance of spaces for ritual activities within large open
settlements, the third century BC also witnessed the development of some important
supra-local sanctuaries located outside agglomerations, such as Gournay-sur-
Aronde, Ribemont-sur-Ancre, and Mirebeau (Arcelin and Brunaux 2003). This is a
further indication of processes of coalescence that took place at that time; some
authors have even suggested that there might have been a close link between the
appearance of these cult centers and the emergence of politicized ethnic identities
such as the pre-Roman pagi and civitates mentioned in classical sources (Fichtl
2007, 2012b).
The Age of the Oppida (150 BC–Roman Conquest)
The final step in the process of Iron Age urbanization was the development of the
large fortified centers known as oppida (Collis 1984, 2000; Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz 2014c;
Fichtl 2005a, 2012a, c; Pierrevelcin 2012; Rieckhoff and Fichtl 2011; Wells 1984).
These settlements are more widely distributed than the Early Iron Age ‘‘Fu¨rsten-
sitze’’ (Fig. 8). There are more than 150 oppida from the second and first centuries
BC in temperate Europe (Fichtl 2005a), from Atlantic France in the west to Hungary
in the east and Britain in the north. The recently published site of Stanwick is the
northernmost example (Haselgrove 2016); Manching (Sievers 2007; Wendling
2013), Bibracte/Mont Beuvray (Dhennequin et al. 2008; Guichard and Paris 2013),
Titelberg (Metzler 1995; Metzler et al. 2016), and Corent (Poux 2012; Poux and
Demierre 2016) are the most intensively investigated sites.
One of the main research challenges in studying the oppida is the enormous size
of these sites—in most cases they cover several dozens and sometimes several
hundred or more than 1000 ha—which makes it nearly impossible to excavate a
significant percentage of their inner area. With new methodologies such as LIDAR
images and geophysical surveys, this limitation can now be at least partly overcome.
Because of the restricted nature of most excavations, it is difficult to establish
demographic estimates, although a population of 5,000–10,000 inhabitants has been
proposed for places such as Manching and Bibracte.
The vast majority of oppida developed between the last decades of the second
and the early first centuries BC, but some isolated ones such as Za´vist started one or
two generations earlier, already in the first half of the second century BC (Colin
1998; Fichtl 2005a). It is worth noting that some oppida reoccupied places that
already had been fortified during earlier stages of the Iron Age, including Bourges/
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Avaricum, Za´vist, Du¨nsberg, and the hilltop centers of the Middle Rhine-Moselle
region. Despite the lack of clear settlement continuity, this makes it necessary to
reconsider or at least qualify the traditional explanations about the genesis of these
sites, placing them into a longue dure´e perspective and taking into consideration
Fig. 7 Roseldorf: Interpreted geomagnetic plan of the settlement (above) and remains of horse sacrifices
in one of the sanctuaries (below) (after Holzer 2014, modified by author)
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aspects such as collective memories and the establishment of links with the
ancestral past (Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz 2014a, c; Ramona 2011).
For the last stage of the Iron Age, our available sources increase considerably:
coins proliferated and written accounts—mostly Caesar’s De bello gallico (1970)—
provide useful although biased insights into social organization, including
descriptions of major settlements. Some oppida can be identified with names and
even with events mentioned in written sources. To list only a few examples,
Avaricum (Bourges) was besieged and captured by Caesar; Bibracte was the main
center of the Aedui area and the location of the pan-tribal assembly at which
Vercingetorix was proclaimed commander-in-chief of the confederation against the
Romans; and Stanwick has been identified as the capital of Cartimandua, queen of
Brigantes at the time of the Claudian invasion of Britain.
The Latin term oppidum (plural oppida) was used by Caesar to designate the
main centers he encountered during the military conquest of Gaul; since the 19th
century (Lukas 2014), it has become a sort of terminus technicus used by
archaeologists to refer to large Late Iron Age fortified settlements with an area of at
least 10 ha. However, behind this common terminology we need to acknowledge
the existence of a heterogeneous reality (Woolf 1993). While some oppida were
occupied only for one or two generations, others have relatively long histories. If
some display characteristics that can be described as urban (e.g., Manching,
Bibracte, Corent), others seem to have been nearly empty (e.g., Zarten/Tarodunum,
Finsterlohr). Some were several hundred or even more than 1000 ha in size (e.g.,
Kelheim, Heidengraben), whereas others were no larger than 10 ha (e.g.,
Fig. 8 Distribution of fortified oppida with indication of some of the main sites, second–first centuries
BC (author, based on data from http://www.oppida.org/, with additions)
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Otzenhausen, Hrazany) (for a general overview of the data, see Fichtl 2005a, 2012a
and the database http://www.oppida.org/).
Over and above this diversity, the most important common denominator of the
oppida is their impressive fortification systems, which combined a defensive,
ostentatious, and symbolic function (Fichtl 2010a; Ralston 2013). Walls and gates
were emblems of community identity (Fichtl 2005b; Woolf 2006), and they also had
a real military function of protection against potential threats (Armit 2007; Moret
2017). In addition, the monumental walls of the oppida (up to 7 km long at
Manching and Bibracte) represent a significant labor investment and can be seen as
the expression of a major communal effort. Their erection, and also regular
maintenance, would have played an important role in the construction of collective
identities (Rieckhoff 2014; Woolf 1993). Moreover, the frequent discovery of
burials, animal bones, and deposits of objects such as coins or weapons inside or
close to fortifications testifies to ritual practices and suggests that walls, ditches, and
gates possessed a legal, political, and sacred significance (Nicolai 2014).
Complex Settlement Landscapes: Assembling Fortified and Open
Agglomerations
The research of the last two decades has revealed an increasingly complex picture
for the settlement landscapes of the last two centuries BC (Collis 2014; Kaenel
2006; Salacˇ 2014). Until the 1980s, only the fortified oppida, mostly those located
on mountains and prominent hills, were taken into account as major Late Iron Age
centers. Today there is a growing awareness not only of the key role played by open
agglomerations (Fichtl 2013; Haselgrove and Guichard 2013; Moore and Ponroy
2014) but also about the fact that a large number of oppida were located in
lowlands. In order to acknowledge this complexity, new categories and classifica-
tions have been formulated, including the four distinctions proposed by Salacˇ
(2009): ‘‘centers of production and distribution,’’ Lovosice being a typical example;
‘‘centers of the Neˇmcˇice-Roseldorf type’’; ‘‘mountain oppida’’ such as Bibracte,
Donnersberg, and Heidengraben; and ‘‘lowland oppida’’ of which Manching is a
prime example.
The latter site also exemplifies the diversity of settlement trajectories and the
changing cycles of Late Iron Age urbanization (Fig. 9). While some large open sites
were abandoned at the time of the foundation of the oppida (e.g., the transfer from
the open settlement of Levroux, located on the plain, to a nearby hill; see
Buchsenschutz et al. 2000), many others continued to exist. We also know of sites
such as Manching in which an open agglomeration was fortified at a later stage of its
history (Sievers 2007; Wendling 2013). Other open agglomerations such as Sources
de l’Yonne, on the contrary, started at a relatively late stage in the immediate
vicinity of an already existing oppidum like Bibracte. Going a step further, it is
possible that both the fortified settlement on Mont Beuvray and the open
agglomeration of Sources de l’Yonne were part of a single center and could be
regarded as part of the same ‘‘Bibracte complex’’ (Moore et al. 2013). Enlarging
perspectives also have been proposed for the three oppida of the Arverni in the basin
of Clermont-Ferrand (Corent, Gondole, Gergovia), which could represent an
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overlay of population clusters within a large, strongly urbanized area that spread
over more than 2,500 ha (Poux 2014). Instead of a single fortified urban center, this
example reveals the existence of a multipolar town pattern, raising completely new
research questions and perspectives. The traditional tendency to prioritize enclosed
sites may limit our appreciation of the nature of broader social change; open
agglomerations and larger population clusters need to be increasingly considered
when we discuss the origins and characteristics of urban development in Late Iron
Age temperate Europe (Haselgrove and Guichard 2013; Moore and Ponroy 2014;
Poux 2014).
Traditional approaches have emphasized the role of the oppida as the main
centers of production and trade in the Late Iron Age, viewing them as a sort of
proto-industrial cities and interpreting their functions and origins from predomi-
nantly economic perspectives (Collis 1984; Wells 1984). This assertion needs to be
nuanced in light of recent research. While it is true that some oppida such as
Manching, Stradonice, and Bibracte provide abundant evidence for specialized craft
Fig. 9 Late Iron Age urbanization cycles (after Salacˇ 2014, modified by author)
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production (e.g., of pottery, glass, coins, and metalwork) as well as imported goods
(Meylan et al. 2002; Wells 1996), others do not appear to have performed a
significant economic role. The oppida were certainly complex central places that
played a key role for Late Iron Age communities, but they did not monopolize large-
scale production or long-distance trade, since both also are attested in open
agglomerations (Augstein 2006; Salacˇ 2009, 2014). Mediterranean imports such as
the widespread Roman amphorae, for example, also were present in large unfortified
sites and sometimes even in small rural settlements and aristocratic residences in the
countryside (Poux 2004).
On occasion, the number of characteristic Late Iron Age finds discovered at open
agglomerations rivals or even exceeds those produced from the oppida, as
demonstrated by Salacˇ (2009, 2012): although it has not yet been excavated, some
518 glass bracelets have been found at the open site of Neˇmcˇice, nearly as many as
in the intensely excavated oppidum of Manching (620) and many more than in other
important oppida like Stradonice (143) or Za´vist (4); some 1,500 coins have been
found in Roseldorf, more than in Manching (1342), Stare´ Hradisko (91), or Za´vist
(16). At the Bavarian open site of Berching-Pollanten, the range of objects found is
not very different from that of the nearby and contemporaneous oppidum of
Manching. This includes finds such as iron tools, fine pottery, glass bracelets, coins,
keys, scales, and hundreds of brooches (Fischer et al. 1984; Scha¨fer 2010). In the
second century BC virtually the same craft activities were apparently carried out in
Berching-Pollanten as in Manching. The latter site was itself an open agglomeration
of the Neˇmcˇice-Roseldorf type until the construction of the murus gallicus in the
second half of the second century BC (Sievers 2007; Wendling and Winger 2014).
Even if the symbolic and ostentatious role of fortifications should not be
underestimated, we must question the notion that only fortified Iron Age centers can
be classified as urban. The unfortified agglomerations of Manching or Roseldorf
most likely deserve that term, whereas some fortified oppida such as Mont Vully,
Zarten/Tarodunum, and Finsterlohr seem to have been enormous fortified enclo-
sures with virtually no sign of any internal occupation. Finally, as mentioned above,
there were sites like Bibracte/Sources de l’Yonne in which both a large fortified
center and an open agglomeration coexisted in close proximity for a certain period
of time and can perhaps even be regarded as part of the same urban complex (Moore
et al. 2013; Moore and Ponroy 2014).
Endogenous Factors and External Influences
The early chronology of the above-described open agglomerations, with their
important evidence of commercial and artisanal activities, has important conse-
quences for our understanding of Late Iron Age urbanization processes in temperate
Europe. From France to Hungary, in most regions the concentration of the
population and economic activities began several generations before the foundation
of the oppida (Collis 1995; Fichtl 2013; Kaenel 2006). Moreover, the idea that there
was a decisive urbanizing impulse that originated in Cisalpine Gaul can no longer
be sustained (Kysela 2009). Therefore, the emergence of Late Iron Age urbanism
can primarily be explained on the basis of complex endogenous factors, which
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would include, among others, demographic growth and a resurgence of social
hierarchization that was favored by a period of warmer climate and the
improvement of production techniques. Both the beginning of the new trend
toward centralization and the intensification of production occurred some consid-
erable time before Rome’s conquest of southern Gaul in the 120 s BC.
This latter historical event, its aftermath in the form of increasing pressure from
the Roman world, and the raids of the Cimbri and the Teutones all could have
influenced—directly or indirectly—the widespread phenomenon of fortification that
took place toward the end of the second century BC. In the last decades of that
century, there was large-scale establishment of new fortified nuclei (the oppida) and
even the construction of artificial defenses around some of the existing open centers.
Moreover, the process of urbanization was accelerated (although not started!) by
increasing trade with the Roman world, as attested by large numbers of imports
from the south and the establishment in parts of Gaul of the so-called zone du denier
gaulois, an area with silver coins of similar standards designed to facilitate
exchange with Rome. But the external factors—as important as they might have
been—can be understood only in combination with internal trends, particularly the
articulation of political control in a framework of growing socioeconomic
complexity.
Approaching the origins of major Late Iron Age settlements from a paths-to-
complexity perspective, it is possible to state that most open agglomerations
developed over time as the result of organic growth and with an important bottom-
up component (Buchsenschutz 2015; Salacˇ and Buchsenschutz 2014). In contrast,
the majority of oppida were founded as the result of deliberate political decisions
that often involved processes of synoecism directed from the top-down by the
powerful aristocratic families that in areas like Gaul dominated the political life of
the last stages of the Iron Age (Buchsenschutz and Ralston 2012; Gruel and
Buchsenschutz 2015; Verger 2009). Thus, with few exceptions, the oppida were
deliberate foundations rather than the result of a gradual evolution (Collis 2000;
Fichtl 2005a). If we adopt a Foucaultian perspective (Foucault 1980), these fortified
settlements represented a new ‘‘technology of power’’ that enabled a more
hierarchical and centralizing ideology to be articulated (Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz 2014a, c).
From this point of view, their appearance also can be seen as a way of reinforcing
social cohesion and political control; the oppida are the expression of more unequal
societies and at the same time contributed to the construction of those inequalities
(Brun 2001; Rieckhoff 2014). Their internal structure usually indicates previous
planning and a manifestation of the principles of social order that govern
communities (Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz 2014c), including the large-scale proliferation of
linear structures (Sievers 2006, 2012).
Open Urban Spaces: Plazas and Assemblies
As noted by Fletcher (2007), the oppida fit well into the notion of low-density
urbanism. They enclose large areas but generally present a low population density
per hectare. Thus the above-mentioned figures of 5,000–10,000 inhabitants
proposed for both Manching and Bibracte would result in a population density of
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13–26 inhabitants per hectare in the case of Manching (380 ha) and 37–74 for the
second fortification phase of Bibracte (135 ha). This means that even these and
other oppida that present a significant internal occupation also include large free
areas inside the fortified space. The layout of the walls often was determined by the
local topography, but in addition the ‘‘empty spaces’’ (Smith 2008) could serve a
variety of economic and social purposes, from areas for agriculture and cattle
breeding to places for assembly and refuge of the rural population in case of danger.
The recurrent existence of large open areas within the oppida suggests that these
unoccupied spaces were, in fact, one of their principal elements, playing a
fundamental role in the negotiation of control over people and resources. This
would have included the periodic assembly of the dispersed rural population (see
below). Rather than interpreting the existence of open spaces and low-density
occupation as an indication for ‘‘unfinished’’ urban places, we should recognize that
they constitute a defining characteristic of many major settlements. Urban open
spaces are widely found in both ancient and modern urbanism (Stanley et al. 2012;
Woolley 2003), so that their presence in the oppida does not contradict the urban
character of at least some of these sites.
Another key feature of many Late Iron Age centers—oppida, but sometimes also
open agglomerations—is that the basic settlement units were enclosed farmsteads
that resemble rural settlement types. The term ‘‘rurban’’’ (Smith 1972) encapsulates
the idea of the domination of these sites by unbuilt space more similar to farm
landscapes than our traditional notions of urban quarters. These groups of farms
with their outbuildings indicate the transfer of rural settlement patterns to a more
confined area, in other words a kind of ‘‘translocated landscape’’ with clustered
extended households that could occasionally also perform artisanal and commercial
functions (Fig. 10). This phenomenon is similar to the pattern already observed
centuries earlier in the outer settlement of the Heuneburg agglomeration (see
above); it suggests the nucleation of part of the rural population and a concentration
of activities that were previously dispersed more widely on the landscape
(Danielisova´ 2014; Woolf 1993). But the large settlements were more than a
simple collection of farms; their population would have included nonproducers
(e.g., full-time specialists and, particularly in the case of the oppida, elite members
and religious specialists), and we often know about the existence of different
functional zones and neighborhoods such as in Manching (Sievers 2007) and Corent
(Poux 2012). Finally, an increasing number of public spaces for religious and
political gatherings have been identified over the last few decades within the oppida.
This latter aspect is one of the most important advances in recent research. The
discovery of public spaces and sanctuaries at sites such as Manching, Titelberg,
Martberg, Bibracte, and Corent provides evidence for the political and religious life
of Late Iron Age communities, constituting a prime example of the important
political and religious role of the oppida (Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz 2014c; Fichtl
2010b, 2012d; Metzler et al. 2006, 2016). These public spaces were fundamental
arenas for interaction and collective negotiation, comparable in their functions to the
plazas known in other parts of the world such as Mesoamerica (Tsukamoto and
Inomata 2014) and the Andean region (Moore 1996).
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The oppidum of Titelberg in Luxembourg is particularly interesting. The
presence of more than 5,000 Celtic coins, Mediterranean imports such as Dressel 1
amphorae, Campanian pottery, and Italic bronze vessels attests to the prosperity of
this site. There is also strong evidence of different activities involving artisan crafts
on a scale that went beyond supplying local needs, notably iron and bronze working
and the minting of coins (Metzler 1995). However, the most outstanding feature is
the so-called public space or area sacra where assemblies, fairs, and religious
ceremonies were held (Metzler et al. 2016). This was a large area covering 10 ha in
the eastern part of the oppidum, surrounded by a ditch, which contained evidence for
ritual activities, and a mud-brick wall. Voting installations of the first half of the first
century BC provide evidence for political decision making within the public space,
and the enormous number of documented animal bones points to large-scale
communal feasting (Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz 2014d; Metzler et al. 2016).
At least in the first century BC, Titelberg seems to have been the main center or
capital of the tribal polity of the Treveri. Although its public space is exceptionally
large (10 ha) and potentially able to accommodate a large public assembly such as
that described by Caesar for the Treveri (De bello gallico, book V, section 56), it is
certainly not the only Treveran oppidum that shows traces linked to gatherings and
cult activities. Indeed, spaces for religious practices and assemblies have been
archaeologically identified in six of the seven Treveran oppida, at the highest point
Fig. 10 Internal structure of the oppida (after Danielisova´ 2014)
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in the five oppidum—Titelberg, Martberg, Wallendorf, Otzenhausen, and Kastel-
Staadt (Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz 2014d; Metzler et al. 2006).
Written sources, particularly Caesar, describe the existence of political institu-
tions such as public assemblies and senates among temperate European societies
(Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz 2014a), and it seems that many oppida acted as locations for those
political bodies. Several passages in De bello gallico (e.g., book VII, sections 33,
55, 63) mention the celebration of large assemblies and council meetings within the
oppida; the fact that Caesar’s military strategy was often aimed at obtaining the
submission of a whole tribal polity by conquering a major oppidum also underlines
the role of these settlements as political centers. As mentioned above, archaeolog-
ical research also is uncovering a growing number of public spaces or plazas and
even buildings that could have served for political meetings; one example is the
presumed meeting place of the Arvernian senate recently discovered at the public
square of Corent in close proximity to the central sanctuary and the market place
(Fig. 11; see Poux 2012; Poux and Demierre 2016). The enormous quantity of
animal bones found at sites such as Titelberg, and the large number of wine
amphorae documented at places like Bibracte and Corent, provides evidence for
communal festivals and banquets, probably linked to political assemblies, religious
celebrations, and fairs (Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz 2013; Poux 2004). Cross-cultural studies of
feasting and commensality have emphasized the importance of collective eating and
drinking as major means for establishing and reinforcing the social order, and for
defining group membership (Dietler and Hayden 2001; Hayden 2014).
Fig. 11 Idealized reconstruction of the center of the oppidum of Corent with main public structures (after
Poux 2014)
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In this sense, the primary role of the oppida would have been to serve as central
places for the tribal and subtribal polities of the Late Iron Age (Collis 2007; Fichtl
2012b), representing focal points of politico-religious aggregation and negotiation
(Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz 2014c). The number of people that lived permanently within the
oppida would have been less important than the function of these centers as objects
of identification for larger groups. In a world where the immense majority of the
population continued to live dispersed in the countryside (Buchsenschutz 2006;
Malrain et al. 2002), the oppida served as focal points of reference that were
periodically visited by inhabitants of the rural hinterland on the occasion of markets,
political celebrations, religious festivals, and also as places of refuge during times of
conflict. The public gatherings and celebrations held at the oppida must have been
key elements in the fostering of social cohesion, self-awareness, and shared identity
(Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz and Roymans 2015; Gerritsen and Roymans 2006). Public
assemblies in particular were important mechanisms of collective governance,
similar to those existing in societies all around the globe (e.g., Blanton and Fargher
2008). They represent early arenas for political debate, conflict resolution, alliances,
and the display of power, and were therefore important tools for the functioning of
communities (Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz 2013; Sanmark et al. 2015–2016). Although these
political institutions were to a certain extent instrumentalized and controlled by
members of the Late Iron Age elite through their clientage networks, they also
limited the agency of the aristocratic classes and redistributed social power.
Smith (2016) has recently stated that most premodern cities were political cities
in which the role that clearly predominates is the political, not the economic; the
oppida seem to fit well within this model. This is not to deny the economic role of
many of these centers but to reconsider the weight given to the different
components. In cases where a significant economic activity can be observed, this
seems to have developed as a consequence or by-product of the political and
religious significance of the sites.
The Sacrality of Place: Space and Memory in Urban Choice
Going a step further, it is possible to propose that many oppida had their origin in
spaces for ritual gatherings (Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz 2014a, c; Fichtl et al. 2000; Metzler
et al. 2006). In temperate Europe, there are various examples of oppida where a
place for cult activities and/or assemblies preceded the concentration of a significant
number of people or even the fortification of the area, a phenomenon that is
particularly evident in Manching (Sievers 2007; Wendling 2013). At the center of
this oppidum was temple A, the first phase of which dates back to the end of the
fourth century BC. Nearby was a paved space covering an area of 50 x 80 m that
may have been used as a meeting place and several votive deposits of materials
dating from between the fourth and second centuries BC. At the Gallic oppida of
Corent and Moulay, the excavations have proven that the sanctuaries were founded
before the development of the settlements (Fichtl et al. 2016; Poux and Demierre
2016), whereas in Bibracte isotopic and dendrochronological dating suggest that the
public space known as La Terrasse—measuring 110 x 92 m and situated near a
Gallo-Roman temple—could have been established already in the third century BC
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(Fleischer and Rieckhoff 2002). Gournay-sur-Aronde is also revealing, because
although the origin of the famous sanctuary is in the fourth–third century BC, the
oppidum itself did not develop until well into the first century BC (Brunaux et al.
1985). This phenomenon was not restricted to temperate Europe, since a similar
situation was present in southern Gaul at Iron Age sites such as Entremont or
Glanum, where the sanctuaries originated earlier than the oppida (Garcia 2006). In
the northwestern Iberian Peninsula, San Cibra´n de La´s provides an exceptional
example of sacrality in the longue dure´e from several centuries before the
foundation of the oppidum (A´lvarez-Gonza´lez et al. in press).
The above-mentioned examples show that, in many cases, the use of a place for
cult purposes and holding assemblies would have been the cause, and not the
consequence, of the development of oppida at these sites. Although there would
have been exceptions to this model, the recognition that in several cases open
assembly spaces developed early, and then other urban functions came later, has
important implications for our understanding of centralization processes and the
dynamics of collective aggregation. The oppida are the result of socioeconomic
processes related to demographic growth and increasing complexity, but the choice
of place was often determined by earlier religious considerations and collective
memories. In a context of population increase, growing production, and the
flourishing of contacts with the Mediterranean world, religion must have been the
principal cohesive force through which the integration of Late Iron Age
communities into broader sociopolitical groupings was structured (see Feinman
2016 for the role of rituals as mechanisms of sociopolitical integration).
Following on from this, the location of a whole series of hilltop sites and oppida
such as Bibracte, Heidetra¨nk, and Ulaca can be explained only on religious or
symbolic grounds. Contrary to what is often claimed, there is a whole series of
oppida, mostly mountain oppida, whose choice of site cannot be understood solely
on the basis of what we would consider ‘‘rational’’ parameters, such as a position
that provides easy access to the main long-distance trade routes or economic
potential in the immediately surrounding area. Bibracte is a good example; without
denying the existence of certain economic and strategic components, the site is on a
mountain that is part of the Morvan massif and its position is not ideal for trade,
agriculture, or as a place to live, particularly in long and cold winters. What seems
clear is that ritual considerations need to be taken increasingly into account to
address the origins, trajectory, and heterogeneity of the oppida (Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz
2014c; Metzler et al. 2006; Wells 2006).
This model of oppida developing at places that already enjoyed a sacred
connotation also has been suggested for several of the large ‘‘territorial oppida’’ in
Britain, numbers of which potentially originated at periodically used meeting places
(Haselgrove 2000). The Late Iron Age oppida of southern Britain as well as
Stanwick to the north share some characteristics with their continental counterparts
(Haselgrove 2016; Pitts 2010; Sharples 2014). An exceptional example is the early
harbor site of Hengistbury Head (Cunliffe 1978). Due to the later conquest of the
island by the Romans, oppida developed there until well into the first century AD
(Cunliffe 2005), and central places such as Stanwick (Haselgrove 2016) and
Bagendon (Moore 2014) could have acted as tribal capitals at the time of the
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Claudian invasion. A remarkable group of British settlements are the so-called
‘‘polyfocal oppida complexes’’ like Verulamium, Bagendon, and Colchester/
Camulodunum, characterized by massive earthworks that often stretch for many
kilometers and encompass huge areas of landscape (Moore 2012); the inner area of
some of these sites is perfectly comparable or even exceeds the largest examples on
the continent.
Oppida also developed in the interior and northern regions of the Iberian
Peninsula, but their chronology is somewhat different from the major sites north of
the Pyrenees (Almagro-Gorbea 1995; A´lvarez-Sanchı´s et al. 2011). Generally, they
present a longer historical trajectory that can sometimes be traced back to the Early
Iron Age or even to the Late Bronze Age, as in the oppidum of Monte Bernorio in
northern Spain. Settlement on the impressive mountain of Monte Bernorio started in
the ninth–eighth centuries BC and apparently developed continuously until the
violent destruction of the site by the Roman army at the end of the first century BC
(Torres-Martı´nez et al. 2016) (Fig. 12). In the last stages of the Iron Age, the upper
part of Monte Bernorio was fortified by a rampart and a ditch that enclosed an area
of about 28 ha, but a multivallate fortification system of large concentric earthen
ramparts expanded the total area to around 90 ha. In the second–first centuries BC,
the oppidum of Monte Bernorio shows many similarities with contemporaneous
sites in Gaul and central Europe. However, its dimensions remain rather exceptional
for the Iberian Peninsula, where the immense majority of fortified sites were
considerably smaller than their central European counterparts (Almagro-Gorbea and
Da´vila 1995).
Fig. 12 Aerial photography of the Bernorio mountain at the foothills of the Cantabrian Mountains. (
IMBEAC)
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With the exception of the oppida of southern Gallaecia in the northwest, in
northern Spain Iron Age settlement patterns are dominated by small hillforts
(castros) of only a few hectares (Almagro-Gorbea 2002). On the other hand, some
large oppida developed in central Spain, particularly in the territory of the Vaccei
and the Vettones (A´lvarez-Sanchı´s 2005; A´lvarez-Sanchı´s et al. 2011; Ruiz-
Zapatero and A´lvarez-Sanchı´s 1995). Among the latter, the impressive mountain
oppidum of Ulaca probably acted as the main tribal center; its religious significance
is highlighted by a remarkable rock sanctuary and a ritual sauna (Ruiz-Zapatero
2005). In the territory of the Celtiberians of the eastern Spanish uplands (Meseta),
some powerful city-states developed in the second century BC, above all Segeda.
This city minted its own coinage and initiated a process of synoecism that was
interrupted by the war with Rome (Burillo-Mozota 2014).
Urbanization and Imperial Power
In most areas of temperate Europe the end of the oppida is related to the Roman
conquest, which took place between the early second and the late first centuries BC
in central-northern Iberia, from 58 to 51 BC in Gaul, and from AD 43 in Britain.
This general explanatory framework does not apply, however, to most regions east
of the Rhine; the decline of the large oppida of southern Germany took place several
decades before the Roman conquest, so that earlier interpretations that associated
the end of Manching with the Alpine campaign of Drusus and Tiberius in 15 BC
have been discarded. The existence of a population hiatus has been proposed for
southern Germany, and although this may not have been a complete depopulation,
the Roman urban settlement patterns show little to no relationship with the previous
Late Iron Age occupation. In these regions, as well as in central Germany and the
Czech Republic, the abandonment of the oppida in the course of the first century BC
could have been related to the arrival of new populations from southern Poland and
eastern Germany in the context of the historically documented migrations of
‘‘Germanic’’ groups (Rieckhoff 1995; Salacˇ and Bemmann 2009; Wigg 1996).
Be that as it may, in most regions incorporated into the Roman Empire the
military conquest did not automatically cause the end of the oppida (Collis 1984;
Fichtl 2005a). Although there are examples of violent destruction of sites such as
Monte Bernorio, the majority of the oppida were not abandoned during or
immediately after the Roman conquest. In fact, many Gallic oppida experienced a
period of flourishing in the decades between 60 and 20 BC, as exemplified by the
construction at Bibracte of rich aristocratic domus and a basilica following Roman
prototypes (Rieckhoff et al. 2009; Szabo´ et al. 2007). However, a major break can
be observed in Augustan times, with the abandonment of numerous oppida and the
decline of other ones. In any case, there also are some examples of long-term
continuity.
In summary, three different outcomes can be distinguished for the oppida after
the Roman conquest: the conversion of an oppidum to an important Roman city on
the same site, sometimes being continuously inhabited up to present times (e.g.,
Besanc¸on, Bourges); the conversion of an oppidum into a secondary agglomeration
of variable size and importance, but with a decline in importance; and the
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abandonment of the oppidum in favor of a Roman city normally situated on the
plain, as in the archetypal case of the replacement of Bibracte by Autun in central
France or the move from Ulaca to A´vila in central Spain.
A final aspect that deserves consideration is the fact that the frontiers of Rome’s
expansion in central and northwestern Europe largely coincide with the distribution
area of Late Iron Age oppida. Although each regional scenario presents its own
characteristics, a macroscale perspective reveals the importance of the pre-Roman
background; those areas with an existing tradition of social and territorial
organization structured around large central places were easier to integrate and
control than others with more decentralized patterns such as Germania and
Scotland. Mutatis mutandis, a comparison can be drawn with other scenarios of
imperial conquest around the world; thus for the Spanish conquistadors in the
Americas it was much easier to establish effective control over developed state
formations than over dispersed tribal societies such as the Mapuche populations in
Chile (Cruz 2010).
Concluding Remarks: Grand Narratives and Future Challenges
Iron Age urbanization processes were nonlinear, multilayered phenomena that
involved different cycles of centralization, decentralization, and reurbanization.
Two main cycles of urbanization can be distinguished north of the Alps, the first in
the sixth and fifth centuries BC and the second between the late third and the first
centuries BC. Although the Late Iron Age oppida present a much wider
geographical distribution and generally also larger inner areas as the Early Iron
Age ‘‘Fu¨rstensitze,’’ the differences between both types of settlements are less
marked than traditionally thought. In contrast to the situation observed in some
areas in the Mediterranean Basin, where centers often developed gradually
throughout the course of the first millennium BC (e.g., Gadir, Carthage, Athens,
Rome), in central Europe settlement trajectories were characterized by a high degree
of discontinuity. Early cities were a new and crucial element in the Iron Age, but
they remained the exception rather than the rule in the landscapes of temperate
Europe. Even during the periods of urbanization, the immense majority of the
population continued to live in rural farmsteads and hamlets, and there also are
many regions in which urban sites never developed. We have to acknowledge the
existence of a multidimensional reality with a high degree of synchronic and
diachronic variability. Together with hierarchically organized societies such as
those described for the ‘‘Fu¨rstensitze,’’ there also were other communities in which
the structures of power were less clearly defined and that present evidence for a
more heterarchical and decentralized social landscape (Hill 2006).
From a grand narrative perspective, demography and climate change are among
the most important factors that seem to have driven social transformations in the
temperate European Iron Age; external influences by other cultures also
figure prominently, although not in the simplistic and unidirectional way proposed
by some traditional Mediterraneo-centric perspectives. Demographic growth, at
many times favored by climatically warmer periods, would have intensified pressure
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on resources and generated an increase in social density, that is, the frequency of
communication and interaction occurring between individuals and groups through
their social, political, and economic networks (e.g., Lawrence et al. 2016; Ortman
et al. 2014). This, in turn, would have stimulated social hierarchization and
processes of settlement nucleation (aggregation and urbanization) that reached their
peak at the time of the ‘‘Fu¨rstensitze’’ and the oppida. From this perspective, late
prehistoric centralization processes also can be understood as triggers of social
control, in the sense that the concentration of people at one place enables a greater
degree of control over them (Mu¨ller 2016). At the same time, principles of moral
economy designed to limit the concentration of power in the hands of single
individuals or families would have been in operation (Ferna´ndez-Go¨tz 2014a;
Gonza´lez-Ruibal 2012; Hill 2006). The dialectical tensions between trends toward
increased centralization, hierarchization, and control versus heterarchical ideologies
that emphasize self-government and isonomy must have played a key role in at least
some of the episodes of aggregation and disruption that we observe in the
archaeological record. Thus, although demography and climate are rightly
highlighted in long-term macroregional perspectives (e.g., Cunliffe 2015), the
correlation between them and a variety of other factors (both geographical and
societal) was neither teleological nor linear, making it necessary to acknowledge
that ‘‘equivalent increments in size do not have uniform cross-cultural effects on
organization’’ (Feinman 2013, pp. 40–41).
As seen in the course of this article, the research of the last few decades has
expanded our knowledge enormously. This is particularly true regarding the Early
Iron Age ‘‘Fu¨rstensitze’’ and the Late Iron Age open agglomerations but also the
genesis of the oppida and their political and ritual significance. The picture that
emerges is much more complex and dynamic than traditionally thought, and it can
be expected that the large-scale application of LIDAR images, drone flights, and
geophysical surveys will continue to significantly expand the corpus of known sites
and our understanding of their functions and internal organization. Whereas the
number of mountain oppida will probably not experience any notable variation, the
number of lowland oppida and open agglomerations will certainly grow exponen-
tially. An aspect that deserves particular attention is the interrelationship between
urban centers, small rural settlements (farmsteads, hamlets), and the environment.
From a theoretical perspective, the application of comparative approaches is still
embryonic and should be expanded in coming years. Such an approach would allow
archaeologists working on Iron Age Europe to draw on the rich variety of concepts
and insights of comparative urban studies. Placing the development of urban centers
in Iron Age Europe into the broader field of comparative urbanism remains one of
the main challenges for future research. The journey has just started, but it is a
promising one.
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